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Abstract— Many real-world problems have multiple competing objectives and can often be formulated as multi-objective 

optimisation problems. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms have proven very effective in obtaining a set of trade-off 

solutions for such problems. This research seeks Outliers detection is perceptibly different from or inconsistent with the 

remaining dataset is a major challenge in real-world multi-objective problem. In this paper, the problem of identifying 

deviation point in a data set that exhibit non-standard behaviour is referred to as outlier. Outlier detection turns out to be a 

challenging task due to insufficient data in finding features to describe absolute high data. This paper presents a reference point 

based outlier detection algorithm using multi-objective evolutionary clustering technique(MOODA). In this algorithm, it 

assigns a deviation degree to each data point using the sum of distances between referential points to detect distant subspaces 

where outliers may exist. Finally, experimental studies show that our proposed algorithm is more effective in terms of 

efficiency and accuracy by using UCI dataset. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Outlier detection is a challenging task in data mining to 

detect or identify data points that differs very greatly from 

rest of the data in a dataset. Outlier analysis searches for such 

highly deviating objects in contrast to regular objects. An 

outlier has highly deviating attribute values compared to its 

local neighbourhood [1]. The importance of outlier detection 

technique is to generate the data or sign fraudulent activity 

inside the data or alter data into significant information, 

which is used in wide variety of applications, like medical 

diagnosis, fraud detection, intrusion detection, marketing 

systems, astronomical spectroscopy and so on. 

 

The algorithms such as statistical-based, clustering-based, 

distance-based, and subspace-based techniques [2, 3] were 

proposed to detect outliers. In statistical-based methods, it 

assumes that data follow a standard distribution, and it 

detects outliers by identifying objects that deviate from the 

distribution. The drawback of this method is that we will not 

always have a priori understanding regarding the underlying 

distribution of the datasets, especially for high-dimensional 

datasets [4, 5].  

 

Outlier detection is very significant since most of real-world 

problem which change over time. The problem typically 

involves multiple objectives, such as noise, decision making  

 

and partition density. It is well known that evolutionary 

algorithms (EAs) are very suitable for multi-objective 

optimization problems [6] since they can generate a set of 

Pareto solutions in one run. Although there are researches on 

using EAs to solve outlier  detection problems [7], there exist 

no studies on using multi-objective EAs for outlier detection 

problem (MOODP).In this paper, we propose a reference 

point based outlier detection algorithm (MOODA). The 

deviation point and threshold are chosen as the accuracy 

objectives and the improved cluster as the objective to 

evaluate the cluster compactness. Main contributions of the 

paper is to  propose a multi-objective EA based approach for 

outlier detection based on distance to handle massive and 

high-dimensional dataset efficiently. In this method, it 

detects outliers by calculating the distance of point to its k-

nearest neighbour set and then by using reference point 

deviating points where outliers may exist and then finally 

compares deviating point of data point to a threshold value to 

detect outliers. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. 

Section II, surveys the existing work related to outlier mining 

techniques. And in Section III, a referential point–based 

outlier detection technique is presented. Section IV presents 

experimental studies that describe the performance of the 

results on various datasets taken from UCI repository. And 

the conclusion is given in Section V.  
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II. RELATED WORK  

 

At present there are many outlier detection algorithms have 

been proposed by researchers. The outlier detection 

algorithms can be categorized into following techniques: 

density-based, distance-based, distribution-based, and 

clustering-based outlier detection techniques [8, 9]. In 

density-based outlier detection technique, it detects an outlier 

if its local density differs from its neighbourhood. After that, 

so many variations of LOF algorithm have been projected. In 

local distance-based outlier factor [10] algorithm, it discovers 

outliers in scattered datasets by using the relative distance of 

an object to its neighbourhood, and in improving influenced 

outlierness [11] score, it considers both neighbours and 

reverse neighbours of an object while calculating its relative 

density distribution. Anusha et al. [12-15] focused on 

centroid based multi-objective clustering that lacks to reduce 

the number of clusters. Various feature selection and 

neighbourhood learning techniques are explained in [16, 

17].Müller et al. [18] projected, a connectivity-based outlier 

factor (COF), with considering underlying patterns of the 

data detect outlier using the relative distribution through 

distance.  

 

Tang et al. [19] proposed a distance-based approach for 

outlier detection which is based on the well-known nearest 

neighbour algorithm; it detects outliers by calculating 

distance of an object with its neighbours. The distances 

among objects need to be calculated in either raw data space 

or feature subspace. In distribution-based approach, it 

considers an object as an outlier if deviates too much from a 

standard distribution. And in cluster-based approach [20], it 

considers an object as an outlier if it does not belong to any 

cluster. Clustering techniques in detect outliers in large 

attributed graphs. However, clustering-based approaches 

must build a clustering model, which limits the outlier 

detection performance. Various feature selection and 

neighbourhood learning techniques are explained in [21]. 

 

Statistical methods [22, 23] attempt to fit the distributions on 

the training data. Then any data which has low probability 

under this distribution will be determined as an outlier. 

However, this kind of methods depends on the choice of 

distribution. An unsuitable distribution may result in a bad 

detection performance. Neighbour-based methods assume 

that normal data has relatively more neighbours than the 

outlier data [24, 25]. In [24], Breunig et al. adopted a 

density-based local outlier factor (LOF) to address this issue. 

In addition, by normalizing LOF, Kriegel et al. [25] propose 

the local outlier probabilities to detect outliers. However, the 

search for the nearest neighbours prohibits such methods to 

be applied to high-dimensional data due to the curse of 

dimensionality. 

 

 In [26], Azami et al. converted the OCSVM scores into the 

outlier probabilities. Quinn et al. [27] attempted to find the 

boundary based on a squared-loss function which is similar 

to OCSVM method. However, this kind of methods needs to 

calculate the kernels, which has high computational 

complexity. Thus, kernel-based methods are both time-

consuming in training and testing. Reconstruction-based 

methods assume that there are strong correlations in the 

features of the normal data. By minimizing the 

reconstruction errors of the normal training data, the 

reconstruction-based methods can capture these strong 

correlations. Therefore, the normal test data will have 

relatively smaller reconstruction errors, while outliers will 

have larger reconstruction errors.   

 

III. A REFERENTIAL POINT–BASED OUTLIER 

DETECTION 

 

The referential point based [28] outlier detection algorithm is 

proposed for efficient outlier detection in high dimensional 

data. Let the input to the proposed algorithm be an n-

dimensional data set M consisting of k data objects with the 

topographies T = {t1, t2, ..., tn}. The objective is to 

determine a suitable feature subset Ts ⊂ T using reference 

points to detect the outliers present in the input data in an 

efficient manner. Accordingly, the outlier detection method 

employed here consists of two major tasks, the first task is to 

apply the closeset reference point on the input data to 

determine closest neighbour for identifying a relevant subset 

of topographies Ts. The next task is to apply the proposed 

outlier detection algorithm on this low-dimensional data for 

establishing the efficacy of the selected subset of 

topographies. Point of deviation is measured in the 

subspaces. Let us assume that given a population P that 

includes O entities and a number of elements. The deviation 

of each data point in a dataset is calculated by threshold 

measure to which the point diverges from the rest of the data 

point in the same subspace and point is called deviation point 

(DP) in subspace s. DP is s the sum of the distances between 

a data point and its k-nearest neighbour set in a data 

subspace. Mathematically, the deviation point p in subspace s 

is calculated as: 

             n 

DP(p)=∑dist(p,pi)               (1)                     

            1=1 

where pi is closest neighbour to the set of point p in subspace 

s. And distance between any two points can be calculated as: 

Dist(px,py)=√∑((pxi-pyi)/(maxi-mini))2 (2) 

In Equation. (2), Maxi and Mini denote maximum and 

minimum values of data point in ith dimension. The 

algorithm for calculating a deviation point of data point in a 

subspace, which is based on distance, is described in 

Algorithm 1. Algorithm starts by categorizing the objects 

with its corresponding entities in the population P. then the 

closest neighbor is identified for each data point and the 
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deviation point for the object is identified using threshold 

value. Based on the threshold, it calculates the deviation 

point of each point as sum of the distance between data point 

and its k-nearest neighbor set. After getting the outlying 

degree of each point, it stores in DP subspace. 

The algorithm for outlier detection using reference point  is 

illustrated in Algorithm 1, where it takes two inputs—first is 

DP and threshold value β, which is calculated as: 
Algorithm 1   Multi-objective Optimization to Detect Outliers with 

Referential Point using Evolutionary Clustering Techniques 
Input: Population P, subspace s 

Output: deviation point  DP  

1. O=|P| 

2. For i=1;i<=P;i++ 

3. For j=1;i<=O;i++ 

4. If (ref_pt)<=th 

5. Break; 

6. Pij= compute (D[i],[j]) 

7. OD (pij)= ∑dist(p,pi) 

                             1=1toO 

8. OD-Mat= OD (pij) 

9. End if 

10. End for 

11. End for 

12. Return DP as result 

 

 β=µ * √∑(DPT)2       (3) 

where T⊆ P and 

ODT=1/O * ∑ DPT(β(j))        (4)                     

                    j=1-m 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

To evaluate the performance and efficiency of the proposed 

algorithm MOODA, the experiments are conducted using 

personal computer which uses Windows 7 as operating 

system. The MOODA is implemented using MATLAB 7.0. 

We analyzed the proposed algorithm using various real life 

datasets. Cluster validity index called Shiloutee index is used 

to validate the result. Shiloutee index value lies between the 

interval [-1 1]. A value close to 1 means the cluster objects 

are similar and 0 means dissimilar clusters such that the 

objects lie far from the clusters, while -1 indicates that the 

sample are misclassified. 

A. Datasets 

Four real-life data sets are used for experiments. A short 

description of the data sets in term of size, dimension and 

number of clusters is provided in Table 1. 

  Table 1. Description of Real-life data sets. 

Data sets 
Size of the 

data sets 
Number of dimensions 

Number of 

clusters 

Ionosphere 351 33 2 

Iris 150 4 3 

Wine 178 13 3 

Seed 210 7 3 

 

The real-life data sets are obtained from UCI Machine 

Learning Repository 

 

B. Parameter Setting 

The number of clusters parameter is fixed for the particular 

data sets. For the proposed algorithm, the crossover rate is 

0.95, mutation rate is 0.01 and population size is 200. 

 

C. Detection of Outlier Accuracy 

The Table 2. shows the performance metric values obtained 

by Shiloutee index for the four data sets respectively. It is 

proved from the Table 2 the proposed Multi-objective 

Optimization to Detect Outliers with Referential Point using 

Evolutionary Clustering Techniques is performing well. 

 

Table 2. Performance Metric Value for Real-life Data 

sets.escription of Real- life data sets. 

 

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, it is necessary to 

define a measure of agreement between two partitions of 

same data sets. Table 3. shows the results obtained from 

NLMOGA ,FS-NLMOGA and MOODA. The quality of the 

cluster is evaluated using Silhoutee index. From the result, it 

is certain that clustering accuracy is less than FS-NLMOGA 

and NLMOGA where result produces good deviating result 

for MOODA except the result obtained for wine data set.  

This is because of reference point based feature selection is 

applied in input section. The Fig 1, shows the outlier 

accuracy between three algorithms. Hence, we can conclude 

that MOODA is more efficient than NLMOGA and FS-

NLMOGA for feature selected clustering problem. The 

algorithm can also accomplish high dimensional data set.   

 
Table 3. The Results of Clustering Accuracies of NLMOGA, FS-NLMOG, 

MOODA using Silhoutee index 

Data sets   NLMOGA    FS-NLMOGA MOODA 

Ionosphere 0.14 0.96 0.11 

Iris 0.16 0.82 0.08 

Wine 0.15 0.86 0.25 

Data sets No. dimensions No.Outliers 
Shiloutee 

Index 

Ionosphere 33 5 0.11 

Iris 4 5 0.08 

Wine 13 10 0.25 

Seed 7 48 0.18 
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Data sets   NLMOGA    FS-NLMOGA MOODA 

Seed 0.36 0.74 0.18 

D. Performance Analysis for Outlier Detection 

The Table 3 shows the deviation point for the four real-life 

data sets respectively. Since, the proposed MOODA uses 

reference point based selection, it is proved that proposed 

algorithm is performing well. Fig.1.showsthe cluster compact 

with outlier between the cluster classes of the real-life data 

sets 

 

 
Fig. 1. Outlier detection of the real-life data sets 

 

E. Pareto front for data sets  

The Pareto fronts obtained by proposed algorithm are 

represented in Fig.1. It is inferred that the proposed algorithm 

works well for satisfying the main objectives considered in 

this paper. From the Fig.1, it is proved that the MOODA 

provides maximum deviation accuracy simultaneously. The 

algorithm shows a better result for the data sets Iris, Seed, and 

Ionosphere when compared with Wine 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

This paper proposes a reference point based outlier detection 

algorithm for multi-objective optimization problem. In 

contrast to conventional multi-objective genetic algorithm, 

MOODA maximizes deviation points between clusters 

simultaneously. These functions are optimized simultaneously 

using feature selected criterion. In this proposed algorithm, 

the deviation point calculation is based on the deviation point 

to detect outliers by comparing with the threshold value. The 

outlier shows high accuracy than NLMOGA and FS-

NLMOGA. The performance of the proposed algorithm is 

tested with several real-life benchmark UCI repository data 

sets. The result indicates that the algorithm can 

simultaneously optimize the chosen objectives by minimizing 

the intra-cluster distance and maximizing the inter-cluster 

distance with high accuracy with chosen deviation point. 
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